Raw Travel (Series 5)
8 x 30’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Foodtastic Philippines
Delightful, diverse and absolutely mouthwatering Filipino cuisine is one more reason people are
flocking to the Philippines. Loosen your belt. It’s time to get to know the “Foodtastic” Philippines!

2. Enchanting New Mexico
Surreal landscapes combined with a unique blend of Native American, Hispanic and European
cultures promise to enchant the Raw Travel crew as they visit Albuquerque, New Mexico.

3. Southeast Asia Road Trip
Rob and the crew road trip through Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam to showcase Southeast Asia and
how it has become a travel darling for visitors from around the world.

4. Crazy for Colorado
The Rockies set a majestic backdrop for the crew as they sample mountain life through unique
food, melodic music, charming locals and a host of outdoor adventure. No wonder travelers go
crazy for Colorado.

5. Artistic Santa Fe & Taos
Santa Fe and Taos attract creative types from all over the world, and for good reason. Rob and
crew visit with a handful of laid-back locals to sample New Mexico’s fabled artistic flavor.

6. Why Wyoming?
Rob and crew head off the tourist trail to lesser-known, yet equally breathtaking alternative spots
in this largely rural state. Maybe this is why Wyoming is becoming North America’s go-to travel
destination for those looking to get away from it all.

7. Unearthly Utah
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From the surreal, high desert scenery of Moab to the adventure sports nirvana of places like Salt
Lake City and Park City, Utah, the Beehive State is quickly becoming a must visit for adventurous
travelers.

8. Tribal Tourism/Pine Ridge, South Dakota
The Oglala Lakota Sioux Indian reservation in Pine Ridge, South Dakota is one of the poorest,
areas in the entire United States. Raw Travel uncovers a blend of locals and travelers who are
working hard to ensure tourism will improve life and celebrate the rich Native American heritage.
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